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Historically, owning a significant investment in popular, 
genuinely rare and historically significant United States rare coins has 
generated great rewards. As supplies of these investment-grade coins 
are so strictly limited, growing demand over time has exerted, and 
should continue to exert, extraordinary upward pressure on values. 
In fact, current events and generational trends suggest exceptionally 
strong demand in the near future. There are numerous reasons why the 
demand for rare coins is growing among collectors and investors alike. 
Here are eight of the most fundamental:

1. Diversification
Investment portfolio professionals recommend ten to twenty percent 
(and sometimes more) of investment assets be devoted to coins and 
bullion in order to achieve diversification‚ reduce overall portfolio 
risk and create a hedge against inflation. Coin investing, along with 
owning other hard assets‚ should be one of the foundational key 
elements of any investment portfolio.

2. Stability
There is little history of dramatic, sudden price shifts with truly rare 
and popular U.S. coins. This is partially due to the huge collector 
base…an estimated 35 million, with new collectors and investors 
entering the market all the time…who create a steady‚ consistent 
demand for the coin market. And‚ since a collector/investor generally 
takes physical possession of his or her coins for the long-term, 
artificially-created destabilizing forces (which exist in securities and 
commodity markets) do not come into play. Certainly, unlike stocks or 
debt securities, coins cannot go bankrupt or become worthless.

3. Rarity
It is estimated that only 2% of all the rare U.S. coins ever minted 
still exist. This static supply is constantly being depleted as collectors/
investors buy more‚ hold them longer and take them off the market. 
By the year 2015‚ experts believe that there will be some 100 million 
coin collectors/investors worldwide‚ or nearly three times the number 
existing today. Modern technology and the Internet have helped 
to increase price awareness, credibility and liquidity by providing a 
24-hour-per-day trading platform and the ability to reach collectors 
around the globe. Since historically significant rare coins cannot be 
duplicated for these new collectors/investors‚ prices must rise to meet 
the increased demand—a basic supply/demand fundamental.

4. Liquidity
Rare U.S. coins have become the most liquid of collectibles due 
to independent grading by the Professional Coin Grading Service 
(PCGS) and Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC). With over 
35 million buyers and sellers in the market, and annual estimated 
sales of more than $5 billion‚ there are abundant opportunities to 
liquidate rare coins when the time comes. While rare coins can be 
liquidated relatively quickly‚ they are not meant to be a speculative, 
short-term investment. Investors should view rare coins as a long-term 
investment, held five to seven years or longer. Of course‚ the longer the 
investment is held‚ the better the investment is likely to perform.

1804 Dollar
Only 15 known. The finest is a 
PR68 which sold at auction in 
1999 for $4.14 million. More 
recently, in August 2013 a PR62 
sold for $3,877,500.

1861 Type 1 $20 
“Pacquet” Reverse

Only two of these classic rarities 
are known to exist. The finest, a 

MS67, was once owned by King 
Farouk and then Ambassador 

Norweb. It set a then-world record 
for a US coin selling for $680,000 
in 1980. The other, a MS61, sold 
for $2.5 million in February 2013.

1804 $10 Eagle
Only four examples are known. The 
most famous is part of the famous 
“King of Siam” proof set. The finest 
known example was sold in 2008 
for $5 million.

1933 Saint-Gaudens $20
Much has been written about this 

famous numismatic classic. The 
only legal extant, once owned by 

King Farouk, sold for a then-world 
record $7.6 million in 2002.

1913 Liberty Nickel
This is the first coin to sell for 
$100,000 when one sold in 1972. 
In 2003, the auction record was 
set when the PR66 sold for $1.84 
million and it changed hands again 
in 2010, selling for $5 million. More 
recently, in April 2013, the “Walton” 
specimen PR63 sold at auction for 
$3,172,500.

1895 Morgan Dollar PR69
Known as the “King of Morgan 
Dollars,” this proof only issue is 

highly coveted by collectors and 
investors. The PR69UC pictured 
here is the finest known example 

and sold in 2005 for $325,000.
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